
Wireless headphones REDMI-Buds 4 (White)

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 54.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi headphones. You will definitely use the trendy headphones in white during your free time, on the way to
work or school. They are suitable for listening to your favorite music, audiobook or podcast. Modern wireless
headphones will definitely exceed your expectations. They connect to a mobile device using Bluetooth 5.2. It also
offers lower audio latency, which mobile game lovers will especially appreciate. Excellent clear sound is provided by
10 mm dynamic speakers, hybrid technology of active noise suppression and long-lasting earphones. The package
includes a practical rechargeable case with which the operating time is up to 30 hours. About 6 hours without a
case.

The wireless headphones also have an integrated microphone, thanks to which you can make convenient hands-
free calls without having to take the mobile phone out of your bag or backpack. Bluetooth headphones have sound
clarity, which is ensured by special technology that uses artificial intelligence to reduce noise by up to 35dB . ANC
technology - active noise cancellation - is represented in these headphones by three levels i. It also offers a special
adaptive mode. It selects the appropriate level completely automatically. Light mode is ideal for offices or libraries,
deep mode is suitable for subways or airplanes, and balanced mode is suitable for cafes or sidewalks.

The headphones also have a dual transparent mode . Just long press the control element on the handset and
sounds from the real world will begin to reach you. For example, you can say hello to someone or listen to sounds
and voices from the surroundings. The IP54 coverage is definitely an advantage, thanks to which Redmi
headphones are resistant to dust particles, drops of water or sweat. Bluetooth headphones are simply controlled by
touch.

Product details:

wireless headphones
charging case
easy pairing with a phone using Bluetooth 5.2
automatic connection to the mobile after the first pairing
ergonomic design adapts to you
durable thanks to IP54 protection
they remain fully functional even after contact with drops of water or sweat
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strong sound
technology reduces noise by up to 35dB
3 levels of noise cancellation
low latency mode
integrated microphone for handsfree
dual transparent mode allows you to hear sounds from the surroundings
operating time: 6h
operating time with charging case: 30h
charging type: USB-C
low weight
also suitable for sports
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